S E E I N S P I R AT I O N & F E E L T H E PA S S I O N

Welcome! So you’ve been searching for a inspirational,
content full affordable Graphic Design magazine, tailored
just for YOU? We’ve got you covered! Firstly, we’d like to
say thank you for choosing ThinkVisuals and we are very
excited to have you as one of our readers – especially for
our first mag! This is it, the beginning of something new and
interesting! Our aim is to bring you inspiration, exclusive
interviews, competition, tips and tricks, the latest trends and
more. the team here at ThinkVisuals have been working hard
over the last year to produce a incredible first issue for you,
and we want the team to keep growing! With each issue you
purchase you will instantly get access to our exclusive online
content, all you need to do type the password when promoted
to on our website – but you’ll only find this on the receipt!
Each issue will hold different competitions and design
challenges, and we want YOU to get involved. We will be
giving our different prizes and awards for some of these
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competitions but we also know how important it is for
designers to get constructive comments on our work, and
we’ve noticed that it’s not very easy to get this. So, for each
competition or design challenge there is #Hastag, and if you
uploaded your work to Instagram and #Hastag it with the relevant hashtag then everyone will be able to see your entry
and react to it! We will be on our socials daily checking for
your new entries and can’t wait to see them!
Another of our aims is to create a community for you all, a
space where we can talk design and share ideas. As well as
welcoming you all to join our Facebook group, Whatsapp chat
and Online workshops (which will start next month!) We are
planning a big event for you all – a ThinkVisuals Design event.
We will be releasing more information very soon! Ahhh how
exciting – anyway back to the magazine. Enjoy it, smell it, love
it, live by it, collect it, share it and shout about it!
Now grab yourself a ice cold drink or a piping hot coffee,
whichever takes your fancy, pop your slippers on, sit on your
favourite seat and enjoy!! We already can’t wait to see you
for next months issue. Be sure to follow us on all of our social
media accounts to keep up with release dates and much more.
Thank you,
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INTERVIEW WITH

Louisa
King
I am a Brighton-based artist, creating vibrant,
bold illustration prints and cards. I focus on
creating high-quality prints that last and bring
colour into peoples’ homes. My art is inspired
by Brighton and nature, whether it’s the local
area, such as the beach, Seven Sisters or the
Downs, or further afield, such as Wales and the
Lake District. I am also an Illustrator and Graphic
Designer, providing unique bold and vibrant
design and branding solutions. Born in Berlin,
I now call Hove my home and in my free time I
love going on walks and hikes in nature.
How would your parents describe what you do?
I didn’t know how to answer that so I asked
my dad what he thinks I do. Here’s his answer
(translated from German):
“You are a graphic designer with an affinity for
naive expression and a penchant for strong
colours and very good at organising and
composing your objects”
What and who inspires you?
I draw my inspiration from my surroundings, in
particular colourful Brighton and Hove. Many
of the designs I create are also inspired by
landscapes I’ve visited, such as Lake District,
Wales and the South Downs nearby. Being in
nature helps me wind down and clear my mind
and it’s one of the best places to dream up new
designs in.
Like every other artist, I also draw inspiration
from other designers, in particular those who
use colours in their designs - such as the iconic
Jade Purple Brown, Karan Singh and Chloé
Weinfeld. Other than that, I spend A LOT of time
on Pinterest, the Association of Illustrators (AOI)
and Pantone’s website, Creative Boom and other
creative blogs.

Tell me about your favourite piece of your work?
I have a few, but if I had to choose one, it would
be my Cat Bells print. It’s simpler and not as
colourful as most of my designs, but I created it
after my hike up Cat Bells in the Lake District,
and the views from up there are just magical. So,
I connect a lot of beautiful memories from my trip
to the Lake District with that piece.
How did you start your business? Any tips for
people starting out?
After design college, I took on some freelance
projects. I also made up projects myself, creating
designs every day, watching endless Youtube
videos, seminars and researching colour themes
and design trends. This helped me expand my
skills and build up my portfolio to apply for graphic
design jobs. Once I had a job I continued my side
projects, expanding my skills and network.
So, my biggest tip for people starting out is keep hustling, keep designing, keep working and
networking. Every single project, no matter how
small or big, is a step forward to that dream job
or dream business. Ask your friends, relatives or
on social media if anyone needs a logo, rebrand
or illustration and use that to showcase your
talent to the world. I’d also recommend getting
a mentor - reach out to a designer and ask them
questions, they might not always respond, but
chances are that you will get great advice from a
senior designer that will help you navigate those
early stages.

[PLAYFUL][STRIKING]
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[INSPIRING][MEMORABLE]
[INFORMATIVE][INDIVIDUAL]
[MOTIVATING][ENTERTAINING]
[EXCITING][CREATIVE]

“The key to great ideas is not having them, it
is executing them. And great ideas come from
problems. As designers we call problems, briefs
and we call reactions to problems, concepts.”
Kate Moross

Piece by Harvey Williams
Title: Smudged alphabet
As a designer I often work with spray paint and
then digitally edit my work - which is exactly what I
have done here. I experimented with using stencils
and wanted to explore typography through my
spray painting journey. This design was originally
created for a typography book front cover but I was
so pleased with it I have begun a series called ‘I
smudged my alphabet’. The alphabet seems like
something so simple and something we learn at a
young age, but actually it is much more complex than
we think and I wanted to show this in my piece.
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I am a Graphic Designer who switched from illustration
half way through my degree, I’ve been running ever
since to catch up, over my time I’ve found branding and
strategy.
The project was set by myself last summer in a
lockdown, when I got back from work everyday I wanted
something creative to do, I decided to design IPA cans,
the original packaging took a few weeks but it wasn’t as
strong, I got feedback from a designer connection I made
in Sydney. I’ve recently did it over the first weekend in
July which is what you can see here.
I typically start my projects
with an idea, with this idea
I was washing up and two
knives crossed over to make
an ‘X’, I then took this and
applied it to the cans.
Starting this project I went
into Illustrator and found my
files from last year when I
did this last, I then updated
it with a poll on my story
of the ‘X’ or a loose infinity
sign, I have a close friends
story on Instagram which
I created a poll for the two
designs, the infinity got all
votes at 11-0. After this
I used Adobe Dimension
which I did a workshop on
in February and ‘Building a brand’. I then made mock
ups and added it to my website.
Design isn’t just a part of me, it’s a part of
everything. If you only see a problem you need too
take a step back and see it all. As a designer you
have to look everywhere, look at everything and
think, how could I make this better, is it enough? My
point being is design is there even if you can’t see
it, design is deep down to the core of everything
from the clothes we wear to the logic boards of
technology.

The potential for good is enormous.

Any positive quotes or phrases that you live by?
Last year, I researched a bunch of quotes about art from creators that I admire.
I printed them, cut them out, then placed them inside a box. When I’m having a
challenging day or simply need a boost in motivation, I reach in and pull a quote
to inspire me. Having been an artist for many years, I’ve learned that every
project has at least a few moments of doubt and hardship. Having that box of
brilliant thinking is a way of sending myself a pat on the back (from the past.)
Setting up support systems for yourself is essential.
The quote I just pulled says “Don’t think about making art, just get it done. Let
everyone else decide if it’s good or bad, whether they love it or hate it. While
they are deciding, make even more art.” - Andy Warhol

“Don’t think about making art, just get
it done. Let everyone else decide if it’s
good or bad, whether they love it or
hate it. While they are deciding, make
even more art.” - Andy Warhol

Personal identity will shift in the coming years. Our digital personas will be just
as authentic and important as our physical bodies. In the digital realm, anything
is possible. People will test those boundaries and come up with new ways of
expressing themselves. Once XR glasses (or their equivalent) are ubiquitous,
people will have complete control over the way that they present to others.
That will have all sorts of repercussions. Binary ways of thinking about identity
(gender, for example) will become more fluid and oppressions like sexism,
racism, and ageism won’t have the same visual platform to stand on.  
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THIS MONTHS
TOP TYPEFACES
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Type type type. Think visuals promises you that
we will never use comic Sans within our magazine
as not only is this an eyesore but we find it quite
offensive as designers when this is used! And if you
ever see it used anywhere I give you permission
to cry! Every designer (the majority of designers),
loves typography in some way shape or form. As
designers we use it every day we use all the time,
we’re always thinking about typography we are
always looking for new styles of typography and
new ways to be experimental and adventurous
with our typography. Each month in the thing Fish
is a magazine you will see three top typefaces of
this month, if you want to challenge yourself you
could see if you could create something using the

Clean, bold, smart and universal. We have
seen this typeface on countless amounts of
brochures, posters, and books. We felt this
one was important to include within our top
three because of its strength and rigidness,
this could work really well which in amongst
an abstract design but equally as well within a
corporate formal design.

typefaces that we have chosen! Or you can just
admire them and keep them for a rainy day. Our
top three typefaces are chosen based on the most
downloaded from popular fonts websites, the most
used and the most common one we have spotted
being used. Of course Helvetica is probably one
of the best known and most popular type faces
however we wanted to try and stay away from that
because of its popularity and open creative minds to
new and adventurous typefaces which can push our
design an hour visuals.
What was your favourite type of 2020? We would
love to know or have you designed your own type
this year or this month?

Distorted, grainy, crime and
grungy. The typeface that would be
perfectly suited for a grungy or Ed
Sheeran album cover. One that we
feel like have endless possibilities.
One that is a little bit harder to read
but creates a good interaction with
fewer and the magazine.
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Futuristic, elegant, bougie and cocktail bar
class. You can’t disagree that this type face
would be perfect for a cocktail bar venue! Just
imagine it now sitting in a bar with a lovely cold
cocktail looking out over the sea glancing down
to the menu ready to choose your next drink
and you spot this fabulous typeface. You’d feel
pretty good, right?

INTERVIEW WITH

Murugiah

Please tell me some background about yourself and
the story of your artwork.

Well I was born and raised in the U.K with parents from Sri Lanka.
I trained to be an architect in London before choosing the creative
path i’m on now. My artwork is surreal, joyful, loud and unapologetic pulling influence from my own experiences in life.
How would your parents describe what do you do?

I think my parents would describe me as an artist. Originally
they were cautious of me going to the art world as they saw it as
unstable from a financial point of view. So they encouraged me
to go into architecture. Which I did until recently switching to art
& design.
What are you most inspired by?

I am most inspired by pulling together multiple sources of inspiration. They are personal to my interests and background. So for me
that would be:

1. The dual nature of my upbringing and cultural background. I
was born in the UK and raised in South Wales and my parents are
from Sri Lanka. So representing that modern western + traditional
eastern vibe in my work is the main thing.
2. My architectural background. I trained to be an architect at University. So applying a sense of graphic design and architecture to
the work is also important. Through the use of straight and angular
shapes and lines. The overall compositions of each of my pieces
shows this the best.
3. My interest in all things Japan + Streetwear. If I can get an element of some of my fav designs in clothing or textiles in my work
then i’m happy. I love kimono jackets and sneakers so i take a lot
of inspiration from the colours and shapes there.
4. Vintage film posters. I love the compositions and placement of
typography in really weird polish film posters.

INTERVIEWED AND Written by LEE LIAM

How do you choose your colour pallets?
I pick colours that feel right to me. I’ve started to develop a set
of colours I prefer to use. But would always want to explore
new combinations.
What software and equipment do you use to create
your design work?
I like working digitally in photoshop using an iPad to mirror my
screen and I draw using the apple pencil. With traditional work.
I like to use Posca Pens and paper, canvas, bowling pins,
concrete, any surfaces I can get my hands on.
What is your favourite typeface?
I think it has to be Futura!
What are you top tips for any young designers who
are starting they career?
I would say the only tip that really matters is to identify the
things about yourself that are unique to YOU and make work
with that in mind and ignore what everyone else is doing.

